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• The I-WEST states are heterogeneous
� Energy production and consumption
� Economic activity
� Populations

• Effective paths forward for states, Sovereign Nations, and communities will 
depend not only on the natural resources and technology, but also on the 
economic impacts from the paths chosen.   The intent of this workshop is to 
hear from stakeholders who are involved in these transitions.

Welcome to the I-WEST Workshop on
“The Economics of Energy Transitions”

  

Send inquiries to iwest@lanl.gov
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Topical Workshops

•CO2 capture from point sources—30 Nov 2021

•CO2 capture from the air—19 Jan 2022

•CO2 storage & utilization—7 Dec 2021

•Hydrogen generation—11 Jan 2022

•Hydrogen utilization—18 Jan 2022

•Bioenergy—25 Jan 2022

•Policy landscape—15 Mar 2022

•Economics of transition—17 Mar 2022

•Electricity generation—24 Mar 2022

•Water considerations—(TBD)

  

Seminar Series

• Gigaton Needs, Gigaton Challenges
Melanie Kenderdine (9/30/21)

• Western States and Tribal Nations Natural Gas Initiative
Jason Sandel (11/18/21)

• National Energy Modeling System
José Benitez (12/20/21)

• Projecting Regional Climate Change and its Impacts in the 
Western U.S.
Ruby Leung (2/3/2022)

• Synthetic Biology Meets Energy Transition—
Reimagining the Heavy Industries for the Net-Zero Economy
Moji Karimi (3/17/2022)—stay tuned for details

Go to the “Events” tab at www.iwest.org for output from workshops and archived seminars.

http://www.iwest.org/
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Logistics for Today
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• Chatham House Rule— “participants are free to use the information received, but 
neither the identity nor the affiliation of the speaker(s), nor that of any other 
participant, may be revealed”

• Input will be used by I-WEST to build roadmap—once we’ve synthesized input, 
we will share with this group for comment; we will also confirm we can reference your 
participation as a stakeholder in our final report

• Session will be recorded—for use in synthesis only (i.e., will not be made available 
outside of the I-WEST team)

• Engagement is important to I-WEST—great interest has resulted in a large group; 
hence, we recognize this workshop may be insufficient to capture all input
� Use the Chat box
� Email iwest@lanl.gov
� We will reach out with follow-up for individual input

• Mute by default—be sure to unmute when you want to speak

• Raise (and lower) hand &/or use Chat

mailto:iwest@lanl.gov
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Panel 1: The Economics of State and Sovereign Nation Energy Transitions
moderated by Renia Ehrenfeucht (UNM)
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• What are the economic opportunities in the energy transitions?

• What are the economic tradeoffs and how do you weigh the potential 
benefits and challenges?

• Past energy production has led to environmental injustice, as some 
communities shoulder the adverse environmental and social costs of 
energy production. How can we ensure greater environmental justice and 
economic opportunity in the energy transition?

• What are the largest roadblocks to the economics of energy transitions?
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Panel 2: Economic Impacts on Communities
moderated by Daniel Raimi (RFF)
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• Which energy transition technologies, if any, do you think are 
most economically promising for your community? What 
potential economic benefits could these technologies bring?

• What are the biggest potential downsides or tradeoffs of 
pursuing these technologies for your community?

• What roadblocks or barriers stand in the way of your 
community’s pursuit of energy transition technologies?
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Panel 3: Where do we go from here? Opportunities for cooperation 
between communities, states, and Sovereign Nations

moderated by George Guthrie (LANL)
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• What is the potential for cooperation and collaboration for 
energy transitions?

• What are the roadblocks?

• What are the economic gains that your state, Tribe, or 
community could potentially realize?


